
Frequently Asked Questions about MAPP Pricing 

 

Are lower rates available with Annual plans? 

Yes. Annual rates are: Basic £99 (£8.25/mo), Advanced £199 (£16.58/mo), Team £299 

(£24.92/mo), Team Extra £499 (£41.58/mo), Enterprise £799 (£66.58/mo). 

 

Are additional discounts available for charities, schools and universities? 

Yes. Preferred rates are available to these groups on annual plans: Basic £89, Advanced £179, 

Team £269, Team Extra £449, Enterprise £699. 

 

What is a MAPP?  

A MAPP stores your visual plan including the USP and Goal as well as all the steps (decisions) 

you intend on taking to get to your goal.   Each decision also holds all the tasks related to 

completing that decision.  Each MAPP includes all these as well as any note, dates and other 

information you have added. 

 

Do the people I invite to my MAPPs need to sign up and pay for MAPP themselves? 

No. People you invite to view, and update your MAPPs can do so with a free account, which is 

created for them the first time they are invited to view a MAPP. 

 

A few people at my company want the ability to create MAPPs. What should we do? 

The plans that allow for multiple Primary Users are the Team, Team Extra, and Enterprise plans 

and we think these offer the best value.  Alternatively, you can each sign up for a Basic or 

Advanced plan and share MAPPs to one another as needed.  

 

Do MAPPs that I am invited to view count against my MAPP total? 

No. There is no limit to the number of MAPPs that can be shared with you. 

 

If I upgrade to a higher plan, is the unused portion of a month or year applied as a credit? 

Yes. We calculate the credit and deduct it from the cost of the plan to which you upgraded. 

 

Can I cancel my account at any time? 

Yes. Your monthly or annual subscription can be cancelled at any time. There are no 

cancellation fees. Please note that partial refunds are not provided on cancellations that occur 

prior to their term expiration.  

 

Can I be invoiced instead of paying by Credit Card? 

Payment by invoice is only available on annual Team, Team Extra, and Enterprise subscriptions. 

Please call us on +44 (0) 1223 755744 to arrange. 


